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Hunter’s Equipment List 
 

Hunter’s gear except hip boots, weapon & sleeping bag should easily fit into the recommended daypack and 1 small duffel 
bag (no body bag size duffel bags, please). Recommend waterproof or dry bag. 

 
Rifle: 30 caliber or larger recommended for moose, grizzly, black bear, and caribou hunts; & 338 or larger recommended 
for brown bear. 
 
Ammo: 3 boxes (mandatory Partition, Barnes-X type, or Winchester Fail-Safe. 
 
Sleeping Bag: “mummy type” synthetic sleeping bag good to at least 20o F that is in a stuff sack.  
 
Binoculars: Recommend compact, shock and waterproof in something like 10x40 (recommend Leica). 
 
Camera: Recommend compact water-resistant. 
 
Frameless Day Pack: Small pack for carrying hip boots, raingear, camera, etc. 
 
Personal Items: (Toilet Kit, Small Towel, Medication, etc…) all spring brown bear hunters should bring sunglasses and 
sunscreen.  
 
Ankle-Fit Hipboots: Recommend LaCrosse. 
 
Raingear: Both pants and coat. Recommend Impertech or lightweight Helly Hanson.   
 
Clothing:  For weather between 20 and 70 degrees F. No orange blaze patterns. To include: 
 
Cold weather gloves (wool or pile) 1 pair Hunting boots (10” warm waterproof/Recommend Danner) 1 pair 
Stocking hat (wool or pile) 1 Pants (wool or fleece) 2 pairs 
Shirts (wool, flannel or fleece) 2  Underpants & Undershirts (recommend silk or polyester) 4 pairs  
Socks (light cotton & heavy wool) 4 pairs  Long underwear (silk, polyester or fleece) 1 pair 
Camp slippers (1 pair) Hunting Coat & Pants (warm & quiet) 1 each 
Vest (down or fleece) 1 
 
Some gear, such as ankle-fit hip boots, and/or sleeping bags, we suggest buying once you get to Alaska.  
 
IMPORTANT! We have a weight limit of 65 lbs. for one hunter’s gear. Anything extra will cause a significant increase in the cost of 
any charter flights you may have. We suggest bringing only one gun and leaving hard cases in town. You can pick it up when you return 
from camp.  If you need more information on gear please feel free to call. 
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